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2 
TELEPHONIC TRANSMISSION / RECEPTION The term “ Originator ” when used in this specification and 

CALLING SERVICE METHOD appended claims , refers to a person who is to make a call or 
transmit data such as notifications or messages with , for 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED example , text , voice , video , image , or vibration , via a 
APPLICATIONS 5 network that interconnects electronic devices , for examples 

such as the Internet or a Bluetooth network . 
This present application is a continuation of a PCT The term “ ( Network ) Server ” when used in this specifi 

application No. PCT / JP2018 / 002603 filed on Jan. 22 , 2018 . cation and appended claims , refers to a computer or elec 
This present application claims priority to a Japanese Patent tronic device that provides a service on a network that 
Application No. 2017-029451 filed on Feb. 3 , 2017. The 10 interconnects electronic devices , for examples such as the 
entire contents of both applications are hereby incorporated Internet or a Bluetooth network . The computer or the 
by reference thereto . electronic device comprises at least a data storage , one or 

more processors and a non - transitory computer readable 
TECHNICAL FIELD medium comprising executable instructions that , when 

15 executed by the one or more processors , cause the one or 
The present subject matter relates to a telephonic trans more processors to perform the method steps describe 

mission / reception calling service method . below . The server can also comprise a display . The display 
can be also referred to in this document as a screen . Server 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS can be also a cloud server . In other words , the data can be 
20 stored in a cloud environment . 

FIG . 1 illustrates an overall flow chart of an exemplary The term “ Artificial Intelligence ” when used in this 
availability - based telephonic transmission / reception calling specification and appended claims , refers to a mechanism 
service method according to an embodiment of the present that artificially achieves human intelligence such as learn 
subject matter . ing , inference , or determination with use of a computer 

FIG . 2 illustrates an exemplary system configuration 25 based on human behavior data acquired in past and data 
diagram for performing a availability - based telephonic acquired from various kinds of information sources . 
transmission / reception calling service method according to Examples of such information sources can include weather 
an embodiment of the present subject matter . information , traffic congestion information , operation infor 

FIG . 3 illustrates an exemplary flow chart showing steps mation of public transportation , news , gyro information , 
in which a receiver sets reception / communication availabil- 30 GPS information , battery information , and transmission 
ity information in a availability - based telephonic transmis condition information of an electronic device such as a 
sion / reception calling service method according to an cellular phone , a wearable device , and an on - vehicle elec 
embodiment of the present subject matter . tronic device , and calendar information of a user ( receiver ) . 

FIG . 4 illustrates an exemplary flow chart showing steps The term “ Communication Device ” when used in this 
of using receiver's information from a wearable device for 35 specification and appended claims , refers to any one of a 
setting in a availability - based telephonic transmission / recep cellular phone , a smart phone , a wearable device , a tablet , a 
tion calling service method according to an embodiment of pad , a computer , and a portable computer . The communi 
the present subject matter . cation device can include a display . The display can be also 

FIG . 5 illustrates an exemplary flow chart showing steps referred to in this document as a screen . 
of setting in which an originator fetches a receiver to be 40 The term “ Wearable Device ” when used in this specifi 
called , displays receiver's reception availability informa cation and appended claims , refers to a small electronic 
tion , and sets a notification after the receiver becomes device with a communication interface or an electronic 
available to receive a call to talk in a availability - based device that can be attached to , held to , detached from , 
telephonic transmission / reception calling service method applied to , or embedded in a human body . Examples of such 
according to an embodiment of the present subject matter . 45 wearable devices include , without a limitation , a small 

FIG . 6 illustrates an exemplary configuration diagram of cellular phone , a wearable computer , smart glasses , and a 
a system configured to perform a telephonic transmission / smart watch . 
reception calling service method . The term “ Service Website ” when used in this specifica 

tion and appended claims , refers to a website that provides 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 50 a service relating to the present invention on a network that 

EMBODIMENTS interconnects electronic devices , for examples such as the 
Internet or a Bluetooth network . 

Exemplary embodiments of the present subject matter The term “ Internet Service ” when used in this specifica 
will be described with reference to FIGS . 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , and tion and appended claims , refers to a service provided on a 
6 . 55 network that interconnects electronic devices , for examples 

Prior to proceeding to the more detailed description of the such as the Internet or a Bluetooth network . 
present subject matter , it should be noted that , for the sake The term “ Internet Phone ” when used in this specification 
of clarity and understanding , identical components which and appended claims , refers to a communication service 
have identical functions have been identified with identical including VoIP service , such as Wechat , Line , Messenger , 
reference numerals throughout the several views illustrated 60 Skype , Snapchat , Viper , WhatsApp and the like . 
in the drawing figures . The term " Cellular Phone Network ” when used in this 

The term “ Receiver ” when used in this specification and specification and appended claims , refers to a communica 
appended claims , refers to a person who is to receive a call tion network provided by a common carrier to transmit voice 
or data such as notification ( s ) or messages with , for or data . 
example , text , voice , video , image , or vibration , via a 65 The particular embodiments of the present disclosure 
network that interconnects electronic devices , for examples generally provide system and methods directed to availabil 
such as the Internet or a Bluetooth network . ity - based telephonic transmission / reception calling service . 
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In particular embodiments , upon receiving a call , a The receiver inputs and sets receiver's characteristic 
receiver can notify an originator that “ I am currently driving . information and reception / communication availability infor 
I cannot answer your call now . ” when the receiver receives mation into the server . The period during which the receiver 
a call , or when a cellular phone network is disconnected , or can receive a call to talk is also defined / set . 
when a power source is turned off , or when the receiver 5 The originator can make a call via a cellular phone 
refuses a call . network or the Internet with use of contact information in an 

In particular embodiments , when an originator makes a originator's communication device , for example such as a 
call to a receiver's phone for which the receiver has a setting cellular phone , or contact information of an Internet service . 
in a busy - state mode , voice such as “ I cannot answer your The receiver's reception / communication availability infor 
call now . Please redial within 15 seconds in case of emer mation is displayed on an originator's cellular phone imme 
gency ” is played . When the originator then redials within 15 diately before the originator makes a call . 
seconds , the receiver's phone receives the call in a usual The originator can know the reception / communication 

availability information of the receiver beforehand by the 
The other exemplary settings that can be set by the 15 display on the cellular phone or the voice played from the 

Receiver can include providing any one of the following cellular phone . Therefore , the originator can beforehand 
messages : “ I cannot answer your call ” , “ I cannot respond to determine whether or not to actually make a telephone call . 
your message ” , “ I am currently driving ” , “ I am in transit The originator can know when is convenient to the receiver 
( using public transportation ) " , “ I am sleeping " , and " I am in from the reception / communication availability information 
a meeting ” ( in a case where calendar information inputted 20 set in the server by the receiver . 
into an electronic device is acquired ) . Furthermore , a statement that the receiver can receive a 

In particular embodiments , an availability - based tel call to talk can be sent from the server to the originator using 
ephonic transmission / reception calling service method or an email address , short message service , push notifica 
system is provided for communication with a person who tion , after the period set by the receiver . A program is 
has a different lifestyle , with an unfamiliar person , with a 25 initiated when a notification is received . Setting information 
sensitive person , or at sensitive time . on whether to receive a notification is stored in the server . 
Some problems may arise when an originator is to com Furthermore , in an availability - based telephonic transmis 

municate with a person who has a different lifestyle . This sion / reception calling service method according to an situation may arise in communication between a person who embodiment , the server receives gyro information , GPS 
works in the daytime and a person who works in the night , 30 information , or health care information transmitted from a in communication with a long - distance driver who has cellular phone or a wearable device . The period during irregular bedtime , or the like . which the receiver can receive a call to talk can automati Furthermore , when a communication device , for example cally be set based on the gyro information , the GPS infor such as a cellular phone is turned off , with only the reception 
refusal or the busy - state mode , a receiver needs separate 35 mation , or the health care information . 
means for notifying an originator of available time when the Furthermore , reception / communication availability infor 
receiver can receive a call . Thus , a receiver may be required mation of the receiver can be automatically generated by 
to communicate with an originator in advance . Moreover , server's high - level automatic setting with artificial intelli 
when a cellular phone is set into a busy - state mode , a gence using gyro information , GPS information , or health 
problem may arise that an originator who is eager to talk 40 care information received from a cellular phone or a wear 
with a receiver cannot talk with the receiver . able device , past reception / communication availability 

With a conventional notification method to an originator , information , contact information within cellular phones that 
an originator needs to make two telephone calls to a receiver either one or both of the receiver and the originator have , and 
even in case of emergency . Additionally , in case of an an outgoing / incoming call history for all contact lists of an 
earthquake or other disaster where cellular phones are 45 Internet service . 
difficult to connect to the cellular phone network , an origi In an embodiment , it becomes easier to notify the origi 
nator needs to succeed in making two outgoing calls and nator of a period during which the receiver can receive a call 
delivering those two calls within 15 seconds . to talk . 

Furthermore , a receiver may need to record his / her voice Since the originator can know a period during which the 
as an audio response message to present available times 50 receiver can receive a call to talk in advance , communication 
when the receiver can receive a call , in order to allow any is facilitated with a person who has a different lifestyle or an 
originator to know the receiver's available time . There may unfamiliar person for business purposes . 
also be a problem that such a recoded voice serves as an FIG . 1 illustrates an embodiment of an availability - based 
audio response message for all originators from which the telephonic transmission / reception calling service method 
receiver receives a call . 55 that is provided at a service website on the Internet . When 

A telephonic transmission / reception calling service a receiver inputs reception / communication availability 
method according to an embodiment allows an originator information ( A ) or when reception / communication avail 
who makes a call via a cellular phone network or the Internet ability information is transmitted from a communication 
to know whether a receiver can receive a call to talk before device , for example such as an illustrated wearable device 
the originator makes a call . The receiver can input a period 60 ( B ) , the information is stored in a non - transitory memory or 
during which the receiver cannot or does not want to receive a database C1 device within a server ( C ) . Thus , setting for 
a call into a server . The server can be a cloud server . The the reception / communication availability information is 
receiver can set a registered voice or a recorded voice . conducted ( D ) . 
Before the originator makes a call , such receiver's setting for The server ( C ) used by the receiver can be a different 
reception / communication availability can be displayed or 65 server than the server used by the originator . For example , 
played to allow the originator to know receiver's reception / receiver and originator can use different cellular networks 
communication availability information . that communicate with each other . 
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Methods other than using the receiver's input information contact information within the cellular phones ; customer 
for setting the reception / communication availability infor information 5 of a cellular phone company ; contact infor 
mation may selectively be used , which include : mation 6 of Internet services ; and a communication device 

automatic setting ( E ) employing gyro information , GPS such as a wearable device 7 of the receiver . The wearable 
information , or health care information transmitted from the 5 device 7 is illustrated as comprising a display 9. It would be 
communication device , for example such as a cellular phone understood that the cellular phone 3 and the cellular phone 
or the wearable device ( B ) ; and 4 also comprise displays . 

automatic setting using higher - level artificial intelligence FIG . 6 illustrates and exemplary system that can perform 
( F ) with gyro information , GPS information , or health care the method illustrated in FIG . 2. The server 1 can store in information transmitted from the cellular phone or the 10 availability information and customer information in the wearable device , past reception / communication availability database 2 . information , contact information within cellular phones that 
both of the receiver and the originator have , and an outgo An exemplary method in which the receiver inputs recep 
ing / incoming call history for all contact lists of Internet tion / communication availability information , stores it into 
services . the server , and sets the stored reception / communication 

The inputted and set information is stored as the receiv availability information will specifically be described below . 
er's reception / communication availability information ( G ) As shown in FIG . 3 , this method includes an input step 
in the memory device C1 within the server ( C ) . ( J01 ) , an acquisition step ( J02 ) , a settings step ( J03 ) , a 

In an embodiment , the contact information can be stored manual settings step ( J04A ) , an automatic settings step 
within a non - transitory memory medium of the communi- 20 ( J04B ) , a settings step using artificial intelligence ( J04C ) , 
cation device 3 ( for example such as the cell phone ) owned and a storing step ( J05 ) . 
by the originator or in a remote server . The originator's First , in the input step ( J01 ) , the receiver's characteristic 
device fetches contact information in a memory medium information and reception / communication availability infor 
within the communication device or contact information to mation are inputted into the server 1 via the Internet . 
be displayed on the Internet based service and selects a 25 Meanwhile , when characteristic information has been 
receiver ( H ) . The originator's device retrieves the selected inputted in the past or when the customer information 5 of 
receiver from the memory medium within the server ( I ) . If the cellular phone company or the customer information 6 of 
the retrieved receiver is in the memory medium , the recep the Internet telephone company cooperates with the avail 
tion / communication availability information of the receiver ability - based transmission / reception calling service , the 
is obtained ( G ) and displayed ( I ) on the originator's com- 30 receiver's characteristic information is read from the cus 
munication device . tomer information 5 or the customer information 6 of the 
When the reception / communication availability informa external communication device or Internet telephone com 

tion displayed on the originator's communication device pany . The receiver device inputs the read characteristic 
indicates that the receiver cannot receive a call now , the information and reception / communication availability infor 
originator can make a notification setting ( K ) to send , from 35 mation into the server 1 via the Internet , and the server 
the server to the originator , a notification that the receiver acquires the information ( J02 ) . 
can now receive a call to talk , using an email address , short In the settings step ( J03 ) , manual setting of the input 
message service , or push notification after the reception / reception / communication availability information , auto 
communication unavailability period ends . With the setting matic setting of the input reception / communication avail 
to receive the notification , the originator can receive a 40 ability information , or higher - level automatic setting using 
notification ( L ) from the server . artificial intelligence is selected . 

In other words , the reception / communication availability Furthermore , a response message is inputted or selected , 
information can be acquired and set , by a server , in a or a response voice is recorded or selected . Here , the 
response to the receiver inputted characteristic information receiver can input his / her sex , age , and occupation as his / her 
and stored reception / communication availability informa- 45 attribute information , and then notify the server 1 of such 
tion of the receiver . The reception / communication availabil information . 
ity information can be then used to display , by the server , on Then the receiver device in which the manual settings step 
a screen of a communication device of the originator ( J04A ) has been selected sets the reception / communication 
whether the receiver can receive a call to talk . The reception / availability information . 
communication availability information can be automati- 50 Meanwhile , the automatic settings step ( J04B ) may be 
cally set , with the server , using an artificial intelligence with selected to conduct automatic setting with variations of gyro 
regard to information received from the communication information , GPS information , or health care information 
device and a contact information that both of the receiver transmitted from the communication device , for example 
and the originator have , an outgoing / incoming call history such as the cellular phone or the wearable device . Alterna 
for the contact information of the Internet based service . 55 tively , the settings step using artificial intelligence ( J04C ) 

The availability - based telephonic transmission / reception may be selected to read information that has been set in the 
calling service method according to an embodiment can be past , from the means 2 for storing the receiver's character 
provided at a service website on the Internet . As shown in istic information and the reception / communication avail 
FIG . 2 , the availability - based telephonic transmission / recep ability information , and to use artificial intelligence instead 
tion calling service method can be implemented by means 2 60 of the receiver to set the reception / communication availabil 
for storing the receiver's characteristic information , the ity information based on the read information , the attribute 
receiver's characteristic information including the reception / information , gyro information , GPS information , or health 
communication availability information , and the reception / care information transmitted from the cellular phone or the 
communication availability information ; a server 1 being wearable device , current weather information and traffic 
connected ; a communication device , such as an illustrated 65 information acquired from the GPS information and / or the 
cellular phone 3 of an originator as a user ; a communication gyro information , and outgoing / incoming call histories of 
device such as an illustrated cellular phone 4 of a receiver ; both of the receiver device and the originator device . 
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Thus , in the storing step ( J05 ) , the information inputted If the acquired receiver's reception / communication avail 
into the server by the receiver device and the information set ability information shows that the receiver can receive a call 
by the receiver are recorded and stored in the memory to talk , the usual calling step ( H08 ) is selected . 
medium within the server 1 . Meanwhile , if the receiver cannot receive a call to talk , a 

Now a mechanism in which the server receives the gyro 5 message that the receiver cannot receive a call to talk is 
information , the GPS information , or the health care infor displayed on the originator's cellular phone ( H04 ) . 
mation transmitted from the receiver's cellular phone or In the notification settings step ( H05 ) , the originator sets 
wearable device such as a smart watch and then automati whether or not a notification is required after the period 
cally sets the reception / communication available time will during which the receiver cannot receive a call to talk . 

The information on the notification setting is stored in the specifically be described below . server at the storing step ( H06 ) . As shown in FIG . 4 , this method includes a transmission If the notification is set to be necessary in the notification step ( JS01 ) , an acquisition step ( JS02 ) , a storing step ( JS03 ) , settings step , in the notification step ( H07 ) , the server 1 a settings step ( JA01 ) , an automatic settings step ( JA02X ) , notifies the originator that the receiver becomes available to a higher - level settings step using artificial intelligence 15 receive a call to talk , using an email address , short message 
( JA02Y ) , and a storing step ( JA03 ) . service , or push notification , after a period set by the 

First , in the transmission step ( JS01 ) , gyro information , receiver . 
GPS information , or health care information is transmitted According to the present subject matter , an originator can 
from the communication device , for example such as the know whether a receiver can receive a call to talk . Further 
cellular phone or the wearable device , such as a smart watch , 20 more , the originator can receive a notification from the 
via the Internet ( JS01 ) and acquired by the server 1 ( JS02 ) . server 1 that the receiver becomes available to receive a call 
The acquired gyro information , GPS information , or health after a period during which the receiver cannot receive a call 
care information is stored into the memory medium within to talk . Accordingly , communication can be established with 
the server 1 ( JS03 ) . a person who has a different lifestyle or with an unfamiliar 

In the settings step ( JA01 ) , an automatic setting method is 25 person for business purposes , without any stress or with less 
set . concern of causing a disruption for the receiver . In other 

The automatic settings step ( JA02X ) may be selected to words , the above described subject matter can be directed to 
generate reception / communication availability information a method of establishing a communication between people 
from changes in the gyro information , the GPS information , with different lifestyle ( s ) . 
or the health care information based on the transmitted gyro 30 The availability - based system and / or method can be also 
information , the GPS information , or the health care infor referred to as a considerate system and / or method in at least 
mation . Alternatively , the higher - level automatic settings that it considers whether the receiver can or cannot accept 
step ( JA02Y ) may be selected to generate reception / com the call . 
munication availability information with artificial intelli In any of the above embodiments , outgoing / incoming call 
gence based on the gyro information , the GPS information , 35 history can comprise outgoing / incoming conversation his 
or the health care information , the attribute information , the tory . In a non - limiting example , the originator A can selects 
weather information , the traffic information , the outgoing a receiver B ( or C ) from the contact list and make a call to 
incoming call histories of both of the receiver the commu that receiver . If the receiver B received calls and made 
nication device and the originator communication device . conversations during any time period of a day ( 24 hours ) in 

In the storing step ( JA03 ) , the selected and set information 40 the past , the AI notifies the originator A that the receiver B 
is stored into the memory medium within the server 1. The is available to receive a call . If the receiver C received calls 
memory medium can be a database or a data storage and made conversations only between 9:00 and 17:00 in the 
Next , there will specifically be described a mechanism in past , the AI notifies the originator A that the receiver C is 

which the originator makes a call to the receiver , acquires unavailable to receive a call when the originator A makes a 
and displays the reception / communication availability infor- 45 call to the receiver Coutside of this time frame , for example 
mation , then receives a notification when the receiver at 18:00 . 
becomes available to receive a call to talk . The technical scope of the present subject matter is not 
As shown in FIG . 5 , this method includes a fetch step limited to the above embodiments . Various modifications 

( H01 ) of reading the receiver's telephone number or the may be made without departing from the spirit of the present 
receiver's ID of the Internet phone , a contact information 50 subject matter . 
confirmation step ( H02 ) , an acquisition step ( H03 ) , a display Persons of ordinary skill in the art may appreciate that , in 
step ( H04 ) , a notification settings step ( H05 ) , a storing step combination with the examples described in the embodi 
( H06 ) , a notification step ( H07 ) , and a usual calling step ments herein , units and algorithm steps can be implemented 
( H08 ) . by electronic hardware , computer software , or a combina 

First , the originator device fetches contact information in 55 tion thereof . In order to clearly describe the interchange 
a memory medium within the cellular phone or contact ability between the hardware and the software , compositions 
information to be displayed in a separate service on the and steps of every embodiment have been generally 
Internet ( H01 ) and examines whether the receiver's contact described according to functions in the foregoing descrip 
information to be called has been stored in the memory tion . Whether these functions are performed using hardware 
medium within the server 1 ( H02 ) . 60 or software depends on particular applications and design 

If the contact information is not present on the memory constraints of the technical solutions . A person skilled in the 
medium within the server 1 , the usual calling step ( H08 ) is art may use different methods to implement the described 
selected . functions for each specific application . However , such 
Meanwhile , if the receiver's contact information to be implementation should not be considered as beyond the 

called is stored in the memory medium within the server 1 , 65 scope of the present invention . 
the receiver's reception / communication availability infor Aspects of various embodiments are described with ref 
mation is acquired ( H03 ) . erence to flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams of 
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methods , apparatus , systems , and computer program prod quantum hardware . Examples of programmable hardware 
ucts according to various embodiments disclosed herein . It comprise : computers , microcontrollers , microprocessors , 
will be understood that various blocks of the flowchart application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICS ) ; field pro 
illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combinations of grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) ; and complex program 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , 5 mable logic devices ( CPLDs ) . Computers , microcontrollers can be implemented by computer program instructions . and microprocessors are programmed using languages such 
These computer program instructions may be provided to a as assembly , C , C ++ or the like . FPGAs , ASICs and CPLDs 
processor of a general purpose computer , special purpose are often programmed using hardware description languages 
computer , or other programmable data processing apparatus ( HDL ) such as VHSIC hardware description language 
to produce a machine , such that the instructions , which 10 ( VHDL ) or Verilog that configure connections between 
execute via the processor of the computer or other program internal hardware modules with lesser functionality on a 
mable data processing apparatus , create means for imple programmable device . Finally , it needs to be emphasized 
menting the functions / acts specified in the flowchart and / or that the above mentioned technologies are often used in 
block diagram block or blocks . combination to achieve the result of a functional module . 

These computer program instructions may also be stored 15 Various features may be grouped together in several 
in a computer readable medium that can direct a computer , exemplary embodiments or examples for the purpose of other programmable data processing apparatus , or other streamlining the disclosure . However , inventive subject mat 
devices to function in a particular manner , such that the ter may lie in less than all features of a single disclosed 
instructions stored in the computer readable medium pro exemplary embodiment . No feature should be considered 
duce an article of manufacture including instructions which 20 “ essential ” or “ necessary ” absent express reference to that 
implement the function / act specified in the flowchart and / or effect . The present disclosure shall also be construed as 
block diagram block or blocks . The computer program implicitly disclosing any embodiment having any suitable 
instructions may also be loaded onto a computer , other combination of disclosed features or examples ( i.e. , combi 
programmable data processing apparatus , or other devices to nations of features or examples that are not incompatible or 
cause a series of operational steps to be performed on the 25 mutually exclusive ) that appear in the present disclosure , 
computer , other programmable apparatus or other devices to including those combinations of features or examples that produce a computer implemented process such that the may not be explicitly disclosed herein in a stated combina 
instructions which execute on the computer or other pro tion . 
grammable apparatus provide processes for implementing If the provisions of 35 USC .sctn . 112 6 are desired to be 
the functions / acts specified in the flowchart and / or block 30 invoked in any apparatus claim associated herewith , then the 
diagram block or blocks . word “ means ” will appear in that apparatus claim . If those 

The flowchart and / or block diagrams in the figures help to provisions are desired to be invoked in a method claim , the 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of words “ a step for ” will appear in that method claim . Con possible implementations of systems , methods and computer versely , if the words “ means ” or “ a step for ” do not appear 
program products of various embodiments . In this regard , 35 in a claim , then the provisions of 35 USC.sctn . 1126 are not 
each block in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent intended to be invoked for that claim . 
a module , segment , or portion of code , which comprises one Anywhere the term “ comprising ” is used , embodiments 
or more executable instructions for implementing the speci and components “ consisting essentially of ” and “ consisting 
fied logical function ( s ) . It should also be noted that , in some of ” are expressly disclosed and described herein . ” 
alternative implementations , the functions noted in the block 40 Furthermore , the Abstract is not intended to be limiting as 
may occur out of the order noted in the figures . For example , to the scope of the claimed subject matter and is for the 
two blocks shown in succession may , in fact , be executed purpose of quickly determining the nature of the claimed 
substantially concurrently , or the blocks may sometimes be subject matter . 
executed in the reverse order , depending upon the function 
ality involved . It will also be noted that each block of the 45 INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 
block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combina 
tions of blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart The convenience can be increased in communication 
illustration , can be implemented by special purpose hard using cellular phones or wearable cellular communication 
ware - based systems that perform the specified functions or devices . 
acts , or combinations of special purpose hardware and 50 
computer instructions . DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS 
Many of the elements described in the disclosed embodi AND SIGNS 

ments may be implemented as modules . A module is defined 
here as an isolatable element that performs a defined func A : Step of inputting receiver's reception / communication 
tion and has a defined interface to other elements . The 55 availability information 
modules described in this disclosure may be implemented in B : Step of transmission from wearable device of receiver 
hardware , software in combination with hardware , firmware , C : Step of storing reception / communication availability 
wetware ( i.e hardware with a biological element ) or a information inputted by a receiver , transmitted gyro 
combination thereof , all of which are behaviorally equiva information , GPS information , or health care informa 
lent . For example , modules may be implemented as a 60 tion in a server 
software routine written in a computer language configured C1 : Data storage or data base 
to be executed by a hardware machine ( such as C , C ++ , D : Step of setting receiver's reception / communication 
Fortran , Java , Basic , Matlab or the like ) or a modeling availability information 
simulation program such as Simulink , Stateflow , GNU E : Step of automatically setting receiver's reception / 
Octave , or Lab VIEWMathScript . Additionally , it may be 65 communication availability information from gyro 
possible to implement modules using physical hardware that information , GPS information , or health care informa 
incorporates discrete or programmable analog , digital and / or tion 
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F : Step of automatically setting receiver's reception / artificial intelligence , and information on the setting in 
communication availability information with higher a memory media of a server 
level artificial intelligence from gyro information , GPS H01 : Fetch step of originator's fetching a receiver to be 
information , or health care information , contact infor called 
mation within cellular phones that both of the receiver 5 H02 : Contact information confirmation step of confirming 
and the originator have , and an outgoing / incoming call a receiver read by an originator 
history for all contact lists of Internet services H03 : Acquisition step of acquiring receiver's reception 

G : Reception / communication availability information set availability information read by an originator 
by a receiver H04 : Display step of displaying receiver's reception 

H : Step of originator's selecting a receiver availability information read by an originator 
I : Step of originator's retrieving a receiver from a memory H05 : Notification settings step of originator's determining 
medium within a server and setting whether a server sends a notification to the 

J : Step of displaying receiver's reception / communication originator after a receiver becomes available to receive 
availability information on an originator's communi a call to talk . 
cation device illustrated as a cellular phone H06 : Step of storing originator's notification setting in a 

K : Notification settings step of setting whether to send memory medium of a server 
notification to an originator from a server in a case of H07 : Notification step of server's sending a notification to 
a period during which receiver's reception / communi an originator 
cation availability information indicates unavailability What is claimed is : 

L : Step of sending a notification to an originator from a 20 1. An availability - based telephonic transmission / recep 
server in a case of a period during which receiver's tion calling service method of notifying an originator of 
reception / communication availability information indi whether a receiver , who is to receive a call , can receive the 
cates unavailability call before the originator makes the call via a cellular phone 

1 : Server , can be also a cloud based server . network or an Internet based service , the method compris 
2 : Means for storing receiver's characteristic information 25 ing : 
and reception / communication availability information . acquiring and setting , with a server in response to the 
Such means can be a data storage , a database or a receiver inputted characteristic information and stored 
non - transitory computer readable medium reception / communication availability information of 

3 : Originator's communication device illustrated as a the receiver , the reception / communication availability 
cellular phone information ; 

4 : Receiver's communication device illustrated as a cel notifying the originator , with the server , whether the 
lular phone receiver can receive a call to talk ; and 

5 : Customer information of a cellular phone company automatically setting , with the server , the reception / com 
6 : Customer information of Internet telephone company munication availability information using an artificial 
7 : Communication device illustrated as a Wearable device 35 intelligence based on information received from a 
9 : Display or screen of the Communication Device communication device , a contact information that both 
10. Cloud environment of the receiver and the originator have , and an outgo 
J01 : Receiver's input step ing / incoming call history for the contact information of 
J02 : Step of server's acquiring receiver's information the Internet based service . 
J03 : Settings step of selecting one of receiver's manual 40 2. The availability - based telephonic transmission / recep 

setting , automatic setting , and automatic setting with tion calling service method as recited in claim 1 , further 
higher - level artificial intelligence comprising sending , with the server , a notification to the 

JO4A : Receiver's manual settings step originator via email , push notification , or short message 
J04B : Receiver's automatic setting service after a period during which the receiver cannot 
J04C : Receiver's settings step using artificial intelligence 45 receive a call to talk . 
J05 : Step of storing receiver's setting in a memory 3. The availability - based telephonic transmission / recep 
medium of a server tion calling service method as recited in claim 1 , further 

JS01 : Transmission step of transmitting information from comprising : 
a receiver's wearable device to a server determining , with the server , whether the characteristic 

JS02 : Acquisition step of server's acquiring information 50 information and the reception / communication avail 
transmitted from a receiver's wearable device ability information of the receiver have been stored in 

JS03 : Step of storing information transmitted from a a memory medium of the server ; and 
receiver's wearable device in a memory medium of a storing , in the memory medium of the server , the char 

acteristic information of the receiver when the charac 
JA01 : Settings step of selecting one of automatic setting 55 teristic information and the reception / communication 

with information transmitted from a receiver's wear availability information of the receiver have not been 
able device and higher - level automatic setting with stored in a memory medium of the server . 
artificial intelligence 4. The availability - based telephonic transmission / recep 

JA02X : Automatic settings step of automatic setting with tion calling service method as recited in claim 1 , further 
information transmitted from a receiver's wearable 60 comprising reading , by the originator , a contact information 
device in a memory medium of the communication device of the 

JA02Y : Settings step of higher - level automatic setting originator or a contact information to be displayed on the 
with artificial intelligence using information transmit Internet based service , and notifying , with the server , the 
ted from a receiver's wearable device originator of whether the receiver can receive a call to talk 

JA03 : Step of storing information on selection of auto- 65 before the originator makes the call . 
matic setting with information transmitted from a 5. The availability - based telephonic transmission / recep 
receiver's wearable device and automatic setting with tion calling service method as recited in claim 1 , further 

server 
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comprising reading , by the originator , a contact information 
in a memory medium of the communication device of the 
originator or contact information to be displayed on the 
Internet based service , and displaying , with the server , the 
reception / communication availability information of the 5 
receiver for a specific originator on a screen of a cellular 
phone or a wearable device of the originator . 

6. The availability - based telephonic transmission / recep 
tion calling service method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the 
setting with the artificial intelligence can be changed by the 10 
receiver . 

7. The availability - based telephonic transmission / recep 
tion calling service method as recited in claim 1 , further 
comprising an automatic setting step of transmitting , to the 
server , reluctance to receive a call via the cellular phone 15 
network or the Internet based service on health care infor 
mation from the communication device or gyro information 
or GPS information of the communication device . 

8. The availability - based telephonic transmission / recep 
tion calling service method as recited in claim 1 , wherein an 20 
ID of an Internet phone is used instead of a telephone 
number when the originator and the receiver use the Internet 
phone . 

9. The availability - based telephonic transmission / recep 
tion calling service method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the 25 
communication device comprises any one of a cellular 
phone , a smart phone , a wearable device , a tablet , a pad , a 
computer , and a portable computer . 

10. The availability - based telephonic transmission / recep 
tion calling service method as recited in claim 1 , wherein 30 
notifying originator comprises displaying information on a 
screen of a communication device of the originator . 


